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A B ST R A C T
A D A P T IV E  SPA C E -T IM E  P R O C E S S IN G  
FO R  W IR E L E SS C O M M U N IC A T IO N S  
by 
X iao C heng B ern stein
A daptive space-time processing techniques have been found to increase the capacity 
of two major, multiple-access wireless communication systems: Time Division
M ultiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division M ultiple Access (CDMA).
In an IS-54 TDMA system, the frequency re-use factor has to be set to 7 
so tha t cells with the same spectrum are separated far enough to meet a required 
carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR). Space processing uses m ultiple antennas which, 
in tu rn , provide alternative signal paths in order to cancel interferences and com bat 
m ultipath  fading. We have proposed the eigencanceler m ethod and have reviewed 
the theoretical optim um  combining and the feasible direct matrix inverse (DMI) 
technique. An analysis of the system performance reveals th a t when d a ta  sets 
are small, the eigencanceler is superior to DMI. Furtherm ore, we have proposed a 
simple projection-based algorithm and have analyzed its performance.
The capacity of CDMA communication systems is restricted by multiple-access 
interferences (MAI). We have shown that spatial and tem poral processing can be 
combined to increase the capacity of CDMA-based wireless communications systems. 
The degrees of freedom provided by space-time processing can be exploited to 
com bat both fading and MAI. Specifically, we have discussed the following methods: 
(1) space-time diversity, (2) cascade optimum spatial-diversity tem poral, (3) cascade 
optim um  spatial-optimum temporal, and (4) joint-domain optim um  processing. We 
have proved that, due to its interference cancellation capability, optimum combining 
provides significantly better performance than diversity techniques.
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C H A P T E R  1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N  
1.1 O bjective
T he objective of this dissertation is to present applications of space-time processing 
for the following multiple-access, wireless communication systems: time-division 
multiple-access (TDM A) and code-division multiple-access (CDMA).
For the TDMA system, we review the following spatial processing techniques: 
optim um  combining and direct matrix inverse (DMI); and we propose eigenanalysis- 
based processing, or the eigencanceler. An analysis of system performance shows 
th a t the  eigencanceler is superior to DMI when small data  sets are available. Also, a 
sim ple algorithm  implementing the eigencanceler is proposed and its performance 
is analyzed. This algorithm is compared with ( 1 ) the least-mean-square (LMS) 
algorithm , (2 ) recursive least-squares (RLS) algorithm, and (3) the power method.
For the CDMA system, the following receiver configurations are formulated 
and compared: ( 1 ) space-time maximum ratio combining (SM RC/TM RC) (in
effect space-tim e diversity), (2 ) cascade optimum space-MRC tim e (SO PT/TM R C ) 
(optim um  spatial processing cascaded with a RAKE receiver), (3) cascade optimum 
space-optim um  tim e (SO PT/TO PT), and (4) joint domain optim um  combining 
(JO P T ). It is shown tha t by upgrading from the SM RC/TM RC receiver to optimum 
com bining significant capacity improvements can be achieved. The best performance 
is shown with the JO P T  receiver. By increasing the number of antennas from one 
to two, the capacity increases by at least 1 0 0 %.
1.2 Background Inform ation
W ireless communication offers universal network access by removing users’ location 
and tim e constraints. As wireless networks proliferate and the subscriber community 
continues to expand rapidly, there is an increasing demand for the development of
1
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spectrally efficient multiple-access schemes to alleviate spectral congestion. State-of- 
the art technology already allows the deployment of some multiple-access systems, 
while active research is ongoing to improve the performance of future systems [4, 
19, 6 ]. The main objective of the research is to increase network capacity without 
im pairing service [8 ].
There are three types of multiple-access schemes based on a frequency, tim e and 
code division multiple-access referred to as FDMA, TDMA and CDMA, respectively. 
The “first-generation” cellular systems use the FDMA scheme for spectrum  sharing, 
analog frequency modulation (FM) for speech transmission, and frequency shift keying 
(FSK) for signaling. The advanced m.obile phone system  (AM PS), developed by 
AT&T for the USA, and the total access communication system  (TAGS), used in 
the UK and a number of other countries, belong to the “first-generation.” In these 
cellular systems, each cell is allocated a set of frequencies. Interference between cells 
is minimized by assigning different frequency bands to neighboring cells. Frequencies 
are reused at intervals one or two cells apart. Demand for increased capacity in a 
certain area can be satisfied by cell splitting. A degree of the splitting, however, is 
lim ited by the overhead of handoffs between cells.
The “second-generation” cellular systems are entirely digital. This allows 
TDMA and CDMA to be feasible. The TDMA system adds tim e slots on each 
radio channel, thus allowing more users to share the same spectrum . The global 
system  fo r  mobile communications (GSM), specified by the European Telecommu­
nications Standards Institute (ETSI), as well as IS-54, adopted by the Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA) and Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) in 
North America, are TDMA cellular systems. TDMA system capacity can be further 
increased by using spatial processing (antenna arrays). CDMA, as a spread spectrum 
system, has distinct advantages over FDMA and TDMA systems. It has a larger 
capacity than either FDMA or TDMA. The IS-95 CDMA standard is adopted by
3
the E IA /T IA  in North America. M ultipath fading and multiple-access interference 
(MAI), however, limit the CDMA system ’s capacity. Antenna arrays, combined with 
tem poral processing could provide a cost efficient means to increase the capacity of 
the CDMA system.
The frequency re-use factor determines the number of cells tha t share an 
entirely allocated spectrum. Reduction of the frequency re-use factor can increase 
system capacity. None of the existing standard TDMA systems, however, can reach 
the lowest frequency reuse factor of 1 , because the low frequency re-use factor results 
in high interference power, which in turn degrades the system performance. In the IS- 
54 TDMA system, the frequency re-use factor has to be set to 7 so th a t cells with the 
same spectrum  are separated far enough to meet the required carrier-to-interference 
ratio (CIR). Space processing employs multiple antennas to provide alternative signal 
paths to cancel interferences and combat m ultipath fading so tha t it can reduce the 
required CIR. An adaptive array exploits the correlation between the interference 
signals at the array elements to steer nulls in their direction. W inters [33] studied 
the application of an adaptive array at the base station to maximize the signal- 
to-iioise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR). He assumed a flat Rayleigh fading channel 
and independent fading between antennas and found a Wiener filter solution for the 
optim al weight-vector. Also, he showed tha t an antenna array may allocate available 
degrees of freedom either to null interferences or for path diversity to com bat fading 
[35]. Additional applications of adaptive arrays to co-channel interference cancel­
lation in mobile communications, can be found in refs. [27, 30], The number of 
antennas is restricted by the available data  size, for instance by a 14-symbol synchro­
nization sequence as in IS-54 system. Thus, a suboptimum combining scheme, which 
converges with a small data size, is of particular interest.
In ref. [11], we proposed an eigenanalysis-based technique for spatial filtering 
of co-channel interferences. Originally applied to spectral estim ation and direction-
4
finding problems, the eigenstructure of the received data  correlation m atrix  can also 
be exploited for developing an adaptive filter [10]. This filter, referred to as the eigen­
canceler, was found to perform particularly well when only a few samples are available 
for estim ating the correlation matrix. The eigenanalysis-based adaptive array is 
being applied to the flat Rayleigh, slowly fading channel, which in turn  characterizes 
the mobile communications environment. In this dissertation, the eigencanceler’s 
performance with respect to rejection of co-channel interference is compared with, 
and shown to be superior to DMI method. Further implementation of the eigen­
canceler has been suggested by applying a simple projection-based algorithm  for 
updating the signal space decomposition and computing the weight-vector. The 
algorithm has an 0 ( N r 2) complexity, where N  is the dimension of the m atrix and r 
is the rank of the interference subspace. The algorithm is shown to be faster than 
the LMS adaptive algorithm for optimum combining and its speed is com parable to 
the RLS. The tracking ability is also simulated in this dissertation and compared to
[34].
As a result of extensive research over the last few years, cellular CDMA has 
emerged as an attractive alternative to the veteran FDMA and to TDM A. CDMA has 
been shown to be particularly advantageous in terrestrial digital cellular systems [2 0 , 
14], and it could become the long term answer to personal communication systems 
(PCS). Its capabilities stem from the specifics of the environment encountered in 
wireless PCS. In a typical urban environment the signal delay spread corresponds 
to a coherence bandwidth of the order of a few hundred kilohertz. The IS-95 
standard defines the CDMA signal with a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz. This bandwidth 
is typically several times larger than the channel coherence bandwidth encountered 
by the systems, and thus it provides for path diversity, which can be exploited to 
m itigate m ultipath effects. CDMA signals are overlaid in the frequency channel and 
are separated based on their waveform signature. Consequently, it is possible to reuse
5
the entire spectrum  in each cell (re-use factor of 1). Such a scheme can inherently 
take advantage of low voice activity since, with respect to any particular user, the 
interference is formed by the aggregate of the other signals. The performance of 
CDMA-based systems is ultimately limited by co-channel interference, thus it is said 
to be interference limited.
If the transmissions from the base station are synchronized, a judicious choice 
of codes can minimize interferences at the mobile downlink (site-to-mobile). On 
the uplink, however, signals use different propagation paths and even with synchro­
nization, the users’ signals cannot be made orthogonal, making CDMA vulnerable to 
near-far effects. Due to non-zero cross-correlations between waveforms, strong signals 
from closer users may have a deleterious effect on the designated user’s signal. This 
problem can be m itigated using power control. To be effective, however, the power 
control needs to be accurate (typically within 1 dB), be fast and have a large dynamic 
range [19]. The quality of power control has been shown to have a great im pact on 
the performance of CDMA systems [32]. Near-far effects are exacerbated by the 
m ultipath fading and shadowing environment typical in urban PCS environments. 
The m ultipath fading problem is mitigated by the use of the RAKE receiver, which 
constructively combines the resolved signal paths.
A further increase in the capacity of CDMA-based wireless communication 
systems is possible by exploitation of the spatial domain in the transm it or receive 
mode [40, 31, 21]. There are several ways in which an antenna array could operate in a 
wireless communication system. If line-of-sight is available, multiple transm it/receive 
beams could be formed at the base station. Generation of multiple transm it beams 
involves either parallel transm it modules or beam agility. Either way, multiple 
transm it beams are a complex and expensive solution. Beamforming on receiver 
is easier to accomplish since it can be implemented digitally or even in software. 
Classical beamforming forms narrow beams in specified directions. However, in an
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urban environm ent affected by severe m ultipath, the line-of-sight scenario is not 
likely. Thus a generalized form of beamforming is required, in which beam s are not 
associated with physical directions, but rather with a propagation vector representing 
the aggregate of all the propagation paths resulting from a specific source. The 
viewpoint adopted in this paper is tha t of the single user, with the tacit assumption 
that in a m ultiuser application, the solutions discussed need to be replicated for 
the other users. A rudimentary form of arrays (sector antennas) have been incor­
porated in second-generation wireless cellular systems. The arrangem ent provides 
directivity in specified sectors, but the patterns are designed for no overlap. Hence, 
spatial/tem poral correlations cannot be exploited. Unlike sector antennas, in an 
adaptive array, individual antenna patterns overlap and signal processing can be 
brought to bear to improve performance. As an interest in the CDMA systems grows, 
there is an increasing number of publications considering the benefits of antenna 
arrays to CDMA-based systems. A co-channel interference canceler based on null- 
steering is suggested in refs. [18, 17]. The channel model assumed is line-of-sight and 
a multi-user receiver is used to cancel co-channel interferences at the same angle of 
arrival as the desired source. An alternative point of view to combining the paths 
is tha t of equalizing the channel. In ref.[13], the no distortion Nyquist criterion is 
extended to the spatial domain and is used to develop zero forcing and minimum 
mean square error equalizers. In ref. [23], a space-tiine configuration th a t consists 
of an antenna array and a RAKE receiver is suggested. The array and the RAKE 
receiver are cascaded. Calibration issues for this arrangement are considered in ref. 
[15]. Further improvement is possible by considering optimum processing in both 
the space and tim e domains, either cascaded or jointly.
C H A P T E R  2 
SPA T IA L  P R O C E SSIN G  FO R  T D M A  SY ST E M S
This chapter dem onstrates applications of adaptive array techniques to improve the 
performance and increase the capacity of TDMA systems. The adaptive array theory 
is well understood and documented [22]. Applications, however, were slow to exploit 
this body of knowledge, due to costs of building arrays and high dem ands on the 
real-time com puting power usually associated with array processing. Nevertheless, 
conditions may be right for the use of adaptive antennas in mobile communications. 
Technological advances lowered the cost of hardware and computing power to  the 
point tha t adaptive antennas have become viable alternatives to other network 
expansion techniques, such as microcells. The cost of the added complexity may 
well be offset by increased revenues from expanding traffic and custom er base. 
Furtherm ore, significant improvement can be achieved even with relatively few 
antennas and without an undue increase in complexity.
In contrast to traditional array processing, in which antennas are placed at 
half-wavelength or at smaller intervals such tha t a high correlation exists between 
signals across the array, spatial diversity is achieved by placing the antennas at 
larger intervals to provide for independent signal paths. Signal enhancem ent is 
then provided by maximum ratio combining (MRC), where each antenna output 
is weighted proportionally to the signal strength in tha t channel [24]. MRC combats 
fading by maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) under the assumption of white 
gaussian noise, i.e. in the absence of co-channel interference. Optimum combining 
has been shown to provide both signal enhancement and interference cancellation 
[33]. One of the im portant results in this field is tha t, under an assumption of slow 
independent Rayleigh fading, an /V-element array can null out L spatial interferences 
and provide N  — L diversity paths [36]. A well known result in array processing is that 
when the array covariance matrix is estim ated from the data, the sample support is
7
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required to be at least twice the array dimension to provide an output SNR within 
3 dB of the optimal. The 14-symbol synchronization sequence provided by the IS-54 
standard, could be used for array training. Due to the limited sample support, fast 
adaptive techniques which might outperform DMI are of particular interest.
In mobile communications, the signal environment varies due to the motion 
of the mobiles. However, fast adaptive techniques are of capable of tracking the 
changing signals. This is yet another reason why fast adaptive techniques are of 
great interest [34]. In ref. [1 1 ], we have proposed the eigencanceler m ethod. The 
eigencanceler is derived from the decomposition of the signal space into interference 
and noise subspaces, and the construction of a weight vector in the noise subspace 
[10]. In this chapter, we show that the eigencanceler can perform particularly well 
with small data  sets.
Section 2 . 1  presents the problem statem ent and the conventional W iener filter 
for interference suppression. In Section 2.2, the eigencanceler is formulated. Its 
performance is evaluated by analysis and simulations in Section 2.3 and Section 3.3, 
and conclusions are summarized in Section 2 .6 .
2.1 P rob lem  S ta tem en t
Consider a mobile communication system in which mobiles communicate with the 
base station. The base station consists of an /V-element antenna array. The signals 
are assumed to be narrowband, hence they can be represented by samples of their 
complex envelopes. We assume the channel is characterized by flat Rayleigh fading, 
independent between the antennas. The fading is assumed fixed over the processing 
interval and independent between processing intervals. If the m ultipath delay is 
larger than one tenth of a symbol duration, it may cause intersymbol interference, 
which can be equalized using a tap-delay line filter at each antenna. In this paper, 




V  TO DETECTOR
W
F ig u re  2.1 Adaptive array
so th a t a single weight a t each antenna is sufficient. Let x(k )  be the N  x  1 data  
vector of antenna outputs at time t = kT,  where T  is the symbol interval. As shown 
in Figure 2.1, the data  vector consists of contributions of the signal-of-interest (SOI) 
x s(&), co-channel interferences due to the other users’ signals X j ( k ) ,  j  =  1 , . . . , L ,  
and samples of white complex Gaussian noise v(A), with a zero mean and a variance 
equal to a 2 = N a/ T :
L
x{k) = x s{k) + Y^ * j {k )  +  v(A') (2 .1 )
j = i
W ith the fading model assumed, each source (SOI or interference) may be repre­
sented by a propagation vector u, whose components are realizations of independent, 
complex Gaussian random variables with zero means, and unit variances. This model 
implies tha t the array elements are sufficiently separated to allow independent fading 
between antennas. The vector x ( A ) , can be written as:
x ( k ) =  m s(k )As u s + J 2 m j(k)AjUj  +  v(k)
3 =  I
( 2 .2 )
where ?ns(k), nij(k)  are complex data symbols, As =  E s/ T  and Aj  =  y j E j j T  are 
the am plitudes, and u a and Uj are the propagation vectors of the SOI and in ter­
ferences, respectively. Es and Ej  are the received signal energy per symbol of the 
SOI and interferences, respectively.
W ith slow fading, we assume tha t the interference-plus-noise correlation m atrix 
is stationary over the processing time and define
Rn =  E [x„(A)x"(k) I U j ]  , (2.3)
where the superscript (.) H denotes the complex conjugate transpose and x n(&) =  
x(&) — x s(A) is the interference-plus-noise data  vector. The expectation is taken 
with respect to the noise and conditioned on the values of the propagation vectors 
U j ,  j  = 1 , . . . ,  L. The weight vector that maximizes the SNIR is given by the well- 
known relation:
w 0 = cR̂ 'r,!, (2.4)
where c is a scaling constant and r sx is the cross-correlation vector defined as r 3X =  
E [m*(A)x(A) | u s]. Note tha t r ax =  E [ura(A)x(A) | u s] =  Asu s. The processor in 
equation (2.4) is referred to as the optimal combiner. The output of the optim al 
combiner is constructed as y(k)  =  vfgX.(k), which is the input of the detector.
The statistics of the received signal channels typically are not known and, 
furtherm ore, will vary over time. This is why adaptive methods are required to 
track the signal environment. Methods for estim ating the weight vector, when 
the statistics of the data  are not known, are commonly classified as either block 
processing or adaptive processing. W ith block processing, the correlation m atrix and 
cross-correlation vector are estimated from a block of received data. W ith adaptive 
processing, the new data  is used directly to update the weight vector. The weight 
vector calculation based on block processing is known as the direct m atrix inversion 
(DMI) method [26]:
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where the estim ated correlation m atrix R „ =  Ylk=\ x n(&)x ^(&) and the estim ated 
cross-correlation vector r3X =  m *(^)x (^) are obtained from averages over K
d a ta  vectors. The estimation process results in a performance loss with respect to 
the case of known statistics.
The W iener filter provides the optim al solution when data statistics are 
stationary and known. When the statistics are estim ated from the data the solution 
is not necessarily optim al and is affected by the quality of the estim ates. In 
particular, it has been shown tha t when the signal x n(fc) is Gaussian, R n has a 
W ishart distribution and more than 2 N  snapshots are required in order to obtain 
a solution within 3 dB of the optimal SNIR [26]. In the next section we introduce 
an eigenanalysis-based array processing technique, which subsequently is shown to 
converge ( i.e. it requires less data for estim ation) much faster than the Wiener 
filter, when the num ber of interferences is limited.
2.2 E igenan alysis F ilter
The eigenanalysis-based filter is developed from properties suggested by the eigen- 
decomposition of the array correlation m atrix [1 1 ]. Consider the interference-plus- 
noise correlation m atrix R„ =  Yf/f=\ f >j u j uj l +  a Vi- W hen the number of inter­
ferences L is less than the number of antennas in the array N, the L propagation 
vectors Uj are usually linearly independent and span a signal subspace, referred to 
as the interference subspace. Assuming interferences are strong, the m atrix U = 
52j= i PjUjUj1 =  R x—a l l  has L < N  non-zero eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of 
R n, A;(Rn), are those of U  plus the white Gaussian noise eigenvalues, A,- (R„) = 
A, (U ) + crl, for i — l , . . . , A h  Hence, the L largest eigenvalues of R n represent 
the interference sources. It is well known th a t the eigenvectors q, associated with 
these eigenvalues span the same algebraic subspace as the interference subspace [1 2 ]; 
namely, span [ q j , . . . ,  q j  =  span [u i , . . . ,  u L] . Hence, the orthogonal complement of
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the interference subspace, termed the noise subspace, has the following orthogonality 
property.
span [qi+1 , . . . ,  q N] _L span [uj , . . . ,  u L] . (2.6)
When the number of interferences L >  N , there is no noise subspace orthogonal 
to the span [ u j , . . . ,  u j  . Yet, the total interference-plus-noise power, given by Pn =  
trace [Rn] =  E £ i  A,-(R„), is concentrated in the larger eigenvalues of R n.
The uneven distribution of the interference power across the eigenvalues 
of the correlation m atrix forms the basis for the eigenanalysis filter. After 
having defined a partition of the signal space into an 7--dimensional interference 
subspace, Q c =  span [q i, . . ., qr] , and an (N  — r)-dimensional noise subspace, 
Q„ =  span [qr+i , . . . , q w] , the eigencanceler is designed as the minimum-norm 
vector, which is orthogonal to Q c and provides a specified gain to the desired signal. 
The weight vector is then formulated as the solution of the optim ization problem:
min w y/w such that w /yQ c =  0 and w y/Us =  g. (2.7)
It can be shown tha t the solution to (2.7) is given by [1 0 ]:
we =  c2 (I  -  Q CQ " )  u 3 
c2 Q „Q yyu s,
I I —2
where c2 =  g , and we used the relation Q CQ y/ +  Q vQ l1 =  I.
( 2 .8 )
For L < N , the best partition is given by r — L. This can be seen by evaluating 
w y/w e for r =  L  and for r = L + l. From relation (2 .8 ) and the value of the constant 
c2, we have:
w " w e {L) = \g\2 (u yyQvQv Us)
, -1
= [qL q ; ]  ^ ! n  Us j
. -l
(2.9)
< (u y/Q ;Q ;y/us) '
w " w e (Z, +  l ) ,
where Q v denotes the m atrix whose columns span the noise subspace for r — L I. 
Since span [q[,] G span [Q„], w e (L +  1 ) meets the orthogonality condition in (2 .6 ).
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Thus, while w e (L  +  1) is a solution tha t meets the constraints, the m inim um  norm is 
achieved for 7’ =  L. Hence, w e (L ) is optimal. When L > N , the best partition into 
interference and noise subspaces is not straightforward. Since, as with M , the dimen­
sionality of the interference subspace is increased, there are two conflicting trends: 
( 1 ) more of the interference is cancelled by including more interference power in the 
interference subspace, and (2 ) the gain term  w ^ w e increases due to the restriction 
of the weight vector to the diminishing noise subspace, resulting in higher noise 
power. The best partition can be determined empirically from the distribution of 
the eigenvalues of R„.
When the correlation matrix is estim ated from the data, the eigencanceler’s 
weight vector can be found from the relation:
w e =  c3 Q „ Q "rsx, (2.10)
where Q„ is the estim ated noise subspace.
While eigenanalysis-based array processing is suboptimal when the correlation 
m atrix is known, it has distinct advantages over the Wiener solution when the corre­
lation m atrix is estim ated from the data. This is shown in the next section.
2.3 P erform ance E valuation
In this section, analytical expressions are developed for the probability of error of 
the DMI and the eigenanalysis based methods for the single-interference case [38], 
The ou tpu t SNIR of the optimum combiner, given by
7o =  SNIR0 =  K s l V R - 'u , ,  (2.11)
is a random variable dependent on the propagation vectors u s and Uj, j  =  1 , . . . ,  L.
A performance measure independent of the specific fading is the bit error rate (BER)
averaged over all fading situations:
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roo
BER =  /  Pe( l )  (2 .1 2 )
JO
where Pe{7 ) is the probability of error when SNIR equals 7  and is determ ined by a 
method of modulation. The function / 7 (7 ) is the probability density function (pdf) 
of ou tpu t SNIR 7  and is determined by fading channel characteristics and adaptive 
array processing schemes. Although an analytical com putation of Pe in the general 
case is unwieldy, for one interference the average probability of error of the optimum 
combiner was computed in ref. [33]:
Iloilo) =
e-7o^/Md2(^ 2 i) /v - i(1 +  yvl^l!)
^ ( 7 V - 2 ) !
f 1 e~^°Mil7M.|2)M(] _  t f - 2 dt (2.13)
Jo
See appendix A for a detailed calculation of the integral term  in equation (2.13). 
The performance of the optimum combiner, where the covariance m atrix is assumed 
known, provides an upper bound with respect to DMI or eigenanalysis processing.
To simplify the analysis, let us assume tha t the interference-plus-noise corre­
lation m atrix  R n is estimated, and the cross-correlation vector rax is known. The 
output SNIR. of the DMI method based on the estim ated interference-plus-noise 
correlation m atrix R n can be written as:
=  SN,R-  “  (2' 14) 
The normalized SNIR of the DMI method with respect to the SNIR of the optimum 
combiner is given by:
,(R „ )  =  . (2.15)
1° ( u " R - i u sK " R -> R nR - ‘u ,
The random variable p depends on both the channel and the covariance m atrix 
estim ate, and is bounded 0  <  p <  1 . It was shown by Reed et. al. [16] th a t the pdf 




: ( 1  - p f ~ 2pK + l - N , (2.16)
(N  -  2)\(K + 1 -  N)\
where K  represents the number of samples. From eq. 2.16 it is observed tha t the pdf 
of p is actually independent of the covariance matrix. From the definition in eq. 2.15 
7 o =  p7 0, hence the pdf of p can be expressed conditioned on 7 0, f p(p) = f P{p|7 o) =  
It follows that the pdf of % can be found from the expression
f i a i i o )  =  f  ~  f p  I ~ \ l o  ) I l o i l o )  d - lo -
Jo lo  \ l o  J
(2.17)—  /  (  — 1
\ l o
Combining equations (2.17) and the conditioned probability of error Pe(e |7 ), the 
BER for the DMI method can be written as
BERdmi =  - f i o i l o )  r °  Pei lo )IP ( —  \lo) d% 
Jo 7 o Jo V 7 0 / (ho
lo [Jo PeiP^o) Ip{p)dP (ho ■
In the case of the eigencanceler, the output SNIR is given by
(2.18)
(2.19)
A  r,„ TII,  w f u s u " w e
7e = SNIRwe = w fR „ w e
The normalized SNIR for the eigencanceler is given by the expression
(2 .20 )
Pe{tln) = —  = (u»Q „Q "ua)2 ( 2 .21 )
1° (u "R -< U s) (u^Q uQ ^R nQ uQ ^U a)
The pdf of p for the eigencanceler has been determined in ref. [9], and is given by
IpAPe) =
Rr/2
( 2 .22 )
2r/2r(r/2)
where T(.) is the standard gam m a function and r is the dimension of the interference 
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F ig u re  2 . 2  The pdf of p for N=9
BEReig =  r  - f M  r P e ( i e ) l  
Jo 7 o Jo
= JQ f l o i l o ) [jf PeiPelo) f p c{pe)dp,






Although it is difficult to find a closed-form of BER for the case of more than 
one interference, we can still compare the performance of DMI and the eigencanceler 
by studying their pdf of p. Figure 2.2 shows the pdf of p for an N=9 element array 
and I< = 2 0  samples.
For the general case, when both the covariance m atrix and the cross-correlation 
vector are unknown and are estim ated from the data, it is very difficult to find a 
closed-form expression for the pdf of the normalized SNIR p. When the input SNR 
1, however, the pdf of the normalized SNIR for the DMI method is represented by the 
expression for a known cross-correlation vector, equation (2.17), substituting N  +  1 
for N  [2 2 ]. Hence, the performance of an A-element, array with an unknown rsx is 
approxim ately the same as the performance of an — 1 array with a known r sx.
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2.4 N um erical R esu lts for th e  B P S K  S ystem
Figure 2.3 shows the BER as a function of the input desired signal SNR for 
optim um  combining, DMI and the eigencanceler with one interference, and assuming 
BPSK modulation, such tha t
Pe(l)  =  ^ e rfc (^ /7 ). (2.25)
The SNR at each element is defined as
| ^ | 2 e [ M 2 1
SNR =  -—  y -i- n =  1 , . . . ,  fV, 2.26
where the expectation is over the components of the SOI random propagation vector. 
The interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at each element is defined as:
|a ,|2 e  [ k „ |2l
INR =  L i ]  L i — L n — l , N ;  j  = I , L .  (2.27)
<7
We set IN R=2 dB. The analytical results are shown for several values of N and 
K. W ith the sample size K=20, Figure 2.3(a) indicates tha t with the eigenanalysis- 
based method and for a probability of bit error of 1 0 -3 , N=5 antennas provides a 
margin of 1 dB SNR over the DMI method; for N=9 this margin increases to 3 
dB SNR. When the sample size increases to K=50, as shown in Figure 2.3(b), the 
margin between the eigencanceler and DMI methods is reduced. The eigencanceler, 
however, still provides BER curves closer to the optimum bound than does the DMI 
method. Therefore the eigenanalysis-based method results in superior performance 
when the estim ation is based on short data  records.
Figure 2.4 shows the simulation results and theory predictions for the N=9, 
K=20 and IN R=2 dB case. The simulation results nearly m atch the theory 
predictions. The precision of the theory predictions depends on the size of integral 
region. Since the tails of the SNIR pdf functions are cut off, the ofTset always shows 
tha t the simulation results are slightly better than the theory predictions.
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F ig u re  2.3 The average BER vs. the average received SNR with one interference 
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F ig u re  2.4 The average BER vs. the average received SNR with one interference, 














Figure 2.5 IS-54 data  model
2.5 A pp lication  o f IS-54
The proposed IS-54 TDMA system uses 7r / 4 -shifted DQPSK m odulation which 
maps a 2 -bit symbol to the differential phase A <f>(k) — <j)(k) — <j){k — 1 ), where <f>(k) 
is the kth  phase of the carrier and Atp(k) =  (2m — 3 )7r/ 4  with m  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 . The 
transm itted  data  symbol is presented as m(k)  = exp(j<j)(k)). The probability of error 
for 7r / 4 -DQPSI< is given by [1]:
1 r2ir 1 /  COS t \
=  [-'> ( ‘ -  t t ) J  dt- (2-28)
A typical IS-54 TDMA frame contains three time slots. Each slot contains 
324 bits consisting of a 28-bit synchronization sequence, a 12-bit user identification 
sequence and a 260-bit data sequence. Only a 14 DQPSK symbol (28 bits) synchro­
nization sequence is used as training sequence, i.e., K  = 14. The energy per bit to 
noise power density ratio for DQPSK is given by:
Eb E s \
K  = ~N02'  (2-29)
W here Es is the symbol energy. The carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) a t each 
element is defined as:
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C I R = f ^ ,  (2.30)
where SNR and INR are defined in eqs. (2.26) and (2.27), respectively.
In Figure 2.6, the CIR is equal to 1.8 dB. This figure presents the average BER 
versus the received Eb/N0 for N =9 and N=12, respectively, for one interference case. 
Both analytical results and simulation results indicate th a t, when the number of 
antenna increases from 9 to 12, the DMI method fails to further improve the system 
performance. However, the eigencanceler improves the system  performance.
For the case of multiple interferences only sim ulation results are presented. 
W ith all channels fully occupied, we consider 6  co-channel interferences from the 
first layer, 1 2  from the second layer and 18 from the th ird  layer while ignoring 
interferences from layers further away as shown in Figure 2.7. The power of the 
interference of the first layer is proportional to r -4 , where r  is distance from the 
interference mobile to cell site. The power of the interference of the second and 
third layers is assumed to be proportional to r ~ 7 [28]. The normalized eigenvalue 
distribution of the interference and noise covariance m atrix  of this model is shown in 
Figure 2 .8 . Most of the interferences power concentrated in the 6  largest eigenvalues, 
the eigencanceler can still be applied and can perform superior to the DMI method, 
provided tha t the number of antennas is large enough. For a given frequency reuse 
pattern , the system provides a certain level of CIR. The relation between CIR and 
the frequency reuse factor can be found in r ef. [3]:
( f )  =  6 ^  (2 '31)\  I / ave 6  <7
where q is the cochannel interference reduction factor defined as q =  V3F. F  is the 
frequency reuse factor. In a real case scenario, the CIR can be 4 dB or 8  dB worse 
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F igure 2.6 The average BER vs. the received Eb/N0 with one interference when 
C IR = 1 . 8  dB and (a) N=9, (b) N=12
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Figure 2.7  Cell layers



















INTERFERENCE AND NOISE SPACE DIMENSION
F ig u re  2 . 8  Eigenvalue distribution of received interference plus noise covariance 
m atrix
Let us consider N=12 antennas. Figure 2.9 shows the average BER versus the 
average received E),/N0 with CIR =1.8 dB which implies a frequency reuse factor of 
1 for the average case. Figure 2.9 indicates that the eigencanceler requires 5 dB less 
of signal power for a BER of 1 0 - 3  than the DMI method.
Figure 2.10 shows the average BER versus the average received CIR for an 
adaptive array with given signal power. Figure 2.10 (a) shows an ideal case, i.e., 
low noise power situation N 0 —> 0 , where the system capacity is restricted only by 
the cochannel interferences. The eigencanceler reduces CIR requirements by 1 dB as 
compared with DMI method. Figure 2.10 (b) shows th a t when Eb/N0= 10 dB, the 
DMI requires 1 0  dB CIR level while the eigencanceler requires only -5 dB. The la tter 
can almost satisfy the CIR requirement for the worst case CIR for reuse factor of 1 
as per Table 2 .1 .
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F ig u re  2 .9  The average BER vs. the average received Eb/N0 for an adaptive array 
with CIR—1 . 8  dB (simulation results)
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(a) EbjN0 =  100 dB
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(b) E b/ N 0 = 1 0  dB
F ig u re  2.10 The average BER vs. the CIR when N=12 and (a) E b/ N 0 = 1 0 0  dB, 
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(a) Eb/ N 0 — 100 dB
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(b) Eb/ N 0 = 1 0  dB
F ig u re  2 . 1 1  T he required CIR vs. the number of antennas at BER =10 3 when
(a) E b/ N o=100 dB, (b) E b/ N 0 = 1 0  dB
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Figure 2.11 shows the CIR requirement versus the number of the antennas at 
a BER of 1 0 -3 . W ith N0 —> 0, Figure 2.11 (a) shows tha t the eigencanceler can 
achieve superior performance over the DMI method when the num ber of antennas is 
larger than  10. When Eb/N0= 1 0  dB, Figure 2 . 1 1  (b) shows th a t the eigencanceler 
can reduce the  C IR  requirement below 0 dB while the DMI m ethod can not.
2.6 Sum m ary
A daptive spatial processing to increase TDMA system capacity has been studied. 
The estim ation of an array covariance m atrix entails a loss in the array ou tpu t SNIR 
with respect to  the optimal case of a known covariance matrix. The density function 
of this loss has been derived elsewhere for both the DMI and the eigenanalysis-based 
m ethods and is used to develop an analytical expression for the average probability of 
error for each m ethod for single interference. It is shown tha t the eigenanalysis-based 
m ethod has performance close to the optimal in some cases and is superior to the 
perform ance of the DMI method. Simulations are used to corroborate the analytical 
results.
C H A P T E R  3 
IM P L E M E N T A T IO N
In C hapter 2, we presented spatial processing techniques mainly for block processing. 
Block processing for both optimum combining and the eigencanceler require 0 ( N 3) 
flops per data  block. Adaptive algorithms provide continuous tracking and have 
lower com putational requirements. LMS and RLS are two common algorithms 
used to implement optimum combining. In this chapter, we dem onstrate our new 
projection-based method [37] and the power method to im plem ent the eigencanceler, 
and compare their performance with the LMS and RLS algorithms.
3.1 A d a p tiv e  A lg o r ith m s  fo r th e  E ig e n c a n c e le r
The eigencanceler requires decomposition of the signal space into interference/noise 
subspaces. Traditionally this has been achieved using either eigenvalue decompo­
sition (EVD) or singular value decomposition. The full decompositions, however, 
are com putationally inefficient, requiring 0 ( N 3) flops and hence they are not suited 
for real-tim e da ta  applications. In recent years new adaptive algorithm s have been 
suggested for subspace tracking [29, 25]. Next, we suggest a new, simple algorithm 
for updating the interference subspace and the eigencanceler’s weight vector.
3 .1 .1  P ro je c t io n  A lg o rith m
Let r be the rank of the interference subspace. Then, the algorithm  consists of the 
following steps.
1. Initialize the interference subspace, for example Q c(0) =  I r , and initialize 
r ax.(0 ). I r is a N  by r  m atrix defined as
29
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0 . • 0
(3.1)
2 . U pdate the interference subspace using the new interference-plus-noise da ta  at 
tim e k:
'̂)=(I+,‘1 Sr)^-1)' ( 3 -2)
where is a forgetting factor and x(&) is the estim ate interference-plus-noise 
vector.
3. Orthogonalize the columns of Q c(&) using the Gram-Schmidt procedure:
Q c(k) = orth [Qc(/j)] • (3.3)
4. U pdate the cross-correlation vector:
?■,*(&) =  7 ?*r(k -  1) +  ra*(fc)x(fc), (3.4)
where 7  is a forgetting factor and m s(k) is a da ta  symbol the SOI.
5. Update the array weight vector:
w(k) = [lr -  Qc(k) Q"(fe)] ?.«(*). (3-5)
The algorithm involves tracking the interference subspace and the cross­
correlation vector, followed by updating the weight vector. The first step updates 
the interference subspace using the received interference-plus-noise data x(&). The 
resulting m atrix Q c(&) does not necessarily have orthogonal columns. Those columns 
are orthogonalized in Step 3.
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3 .1 .2  Pow er M eth od
A more complex algorithm for updating the interference subspace and the eigen- 
canceler’s weight vector is a power method:
1 . Initialize the correlation m atrix R n(0) =  I, cross-correlation vector r^ O ) =  £1 , 
and the interference subspace Q c(0) =  Ir, where I is the N by N identity m atrix, 
1  =  [1 , 1 , . . . ,  l]T, and £ is a small number.
2 . U pdate the correlation m atrix using the new interference-plus-noise da ta  at 
tim e k :
^ ( t ) = /,>R , ( t - l ) + X[|^ " [ * ) . (3.6)
3. U pdate the interference subspace based on the correlation matrix:
Q c(k) = R n( k ) Q c( k - l ) .  (3.7)
4. Follow steps 3, 4 and 5 in the projection-based algorithm by using eqs. (3.3)(3.4) 
and (3.5).
The adaptive algorithms require the use of a reference signal (denoted r ( k ) in 
eq. (3.4) above) correlated with the SOI and uncorrelated with the interferences. 
The reference signal may be generated with a  number of techniques. For example, 
the reference could be initially supplied by a training sequence and then derived 
from direct symbol detection a t the array output. The quality of this detection is 
obviously unsatisfactory for communication, but if the interference is not too strong, 
it may be sufficient for supplying the reference. Alternatively, the reference could be 
derived by using spread spectrum techniques, as suggested in [2]. The interference 
plus noise vector x(&) may be computed, noting tha t r(k) r s:c(k) provides an estim ate 
of the SOI,
x(fc) =  x{k)  -  m a(k) r sx(k). (3.8)
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The com putational complexity of the projection algorithm is 0 ( N r 2) and is 
determined by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. This complexity is more than 
the O (N)  complexity of the LMS algorithm and, for r < \//V, it is less than the 
0 ( N 2) complexity of the RLS. Thus, the new algorithm is particularly suited to 
cases with a low-rank interference subspace. The complexity of the power m ethod is 
0 ( N 3).
3.2 D e riv a tio n  o f th e  P ro je c t io n  A lg o r ith m
The previous section proposed two adaptive algorithms for the eigencanceler. The 
convergence of power method is proven in [7]. In this section, we will derive the 
projection-based algorithm.
First, Let us consider one interference case. Assuming vector q i is the eigen­
vector of R n corresponding to the largest eigenvalue Ai, we have Aiqi =  R nq i . Based 
on this equation, we can build an adaptive scheme as follows:
A iqi(fc) =  R n( k ) q i ( k - l )
_  x { k ) x H{k)
R J k  -  1 +   Vl|x(*)l|2 q ,( f c -  1 )
x ( k ) x H(k)
= ^ q i(k  -  1 ) +  fi~ 2 qi(& -  1 ).Ilx(fc)ll (3.9)
Dividing both sides by Aj, we have the interference subspace updating equation:
. . .  , T n x ( k ) x H( k ) \  
q i (k) -  ( I  +  q , m,2 )Ai (3-10) 
which is equivalent to the projection method for the one interference case.
Next, Let us consider a two-interference case. Following the sam e idea, we
extend eq. (3.10) to a two-column m atrix format as follows:
[qi(/c) q 2 (fc)] =  [ q i ( f c - l )  q 2(k -  1 )]
x ( k ) x H(k)
+V
M ^ )  q 2 (*)] =
ll*(A)l| 2
orthfq^A:) q 2(&)].
f q i ( A - l )  f q 2 ( * - l )




The resulting m atrix in eq. (3.11) does not necessarily have orthogonal columns. 
Those columns are orthogonalized in eq. (3.12). This adaptive scheme requires the 
estim ation of the eigenvalues. After simplifying eq. (3.11), we get so-called the 
projection-based algorithm:
[qi(fc) ^ 2  (k)} =
!|x(fc)||2
[qi(fc) qa(*)] =  [qi(A) q 2 (fc)].
[ q i ( f c - l )  q 2{k — 1 )] (3.13)
(3.14)
This projection method avoids estim ating the eigenvalues. Next, we will show 
th a t the method is equivalent to the adaptive method represented by eqs. (3.11) and 
(3.12). Our goal is to show tha t span [qi(&) q 2(&)] equals span [qi(&) q 2(&)]. We 
will use induction method to prove this. Let us assume that:
span [qi(fc — 1 ) q 2(k — 1 )] =  span [qi(& -  1 ) q 2(fc — 1 )]. 
From eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), we have:
(3.15)
span [qi(&) q 2 (Ar)] =  span[qi(&) q 2(&)]
=  span [qi(A: -  1 ) q 2(k -  l)\
f x ( k ) x H(k) 1 
-(-span < n — .......9
1
> q i ( ^ - i )  T -q 2 ( f c - i )
LAj A 2
=  s p a n [ q ,( f c - l )  q 2 (A; — 1)]
+span |/* X| | | ^ | j 2fe ' [qi(fe ~  !) ^(k  - I ) ] } 1- (3.10)
From eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), we have:
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span [qi(fc) q 2 (&)] =  spanfq^fc) q 2(&)] •
=  span [qx(k -  1 ) q 2(k -  1 )]
+ span { ; / ~  ! ) ^ k ~  • (3‘17) 
W ith the assumption of eq. (3.15), the righthand sides of eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) are 
equal. Thus, we can conclude that the two adaptive schemes are equivalent.
The algorithm requires knowledge of the rank of the interference subspace. An 
additional step may be incorporated in the algorithm to estim ate and track changes 
in the rank of the interference subspace. To that end, note th a t the interference 
eigenvalues are given by
E [Qc(* -  l ) x { k ) x H(k)Qc(k -  1 )] =  Ac. (3.18)
Thus Q^(fc — l)x(fc)xH(A:)Qc(fc — 1 ) provides an estim ate of the interference eigen­
values a t each update. The rank of the interference subspace may be adjusted 
based on significant changes in the size of the smallest eigenvalue of the interference 
subspace.
3.3 R esults
The projection-based algorithm and the power m ethod were evaluated with 
sim ulations and compared to the LMS and RLS algorithms. The reference signals 
were estim ated using an 8 -chip long, pseudo-noise sequence. Propagation vector 
components were modeled as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables. Propagation 
vectors were assumed to be constant over processing time. The simulations were 
carried out for M  = 9 elements, SNR =  2 dB, and INR =  2 dB. The results presented 
below were obtained by averaging 400 independent runs. Figure 3.1(a) shows the 
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F ig u re  3.1 The average BER vs. the number of iterations with (a) one interference,
(b) two interferences
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case for two interferences. The BER at each run was calculated assuming a Gaussian 
distribution of the interference-plus-noise at the array output
f w H E \xs( k ) x ^ ( k )  | u J  w \
P{e  | u s,u ,)  =  Q  ̂ | u .] w  J  , (3.19)
where Q(-) = 0.5 erfc(-/\/2)- The plot shows the BER averaged over 100 independent 
the propagation vectors. In addition, we have included a line representing the value 
of the BER for optim um  combining at steady state for the case of one interference, 
and calculated using eq. (25) in [33]. For one interference the new algorithm ’s speed 
is comparable to the RLS. For two interferences the projection-based algorithm  is 
faster than the LMS and slower than the RLS.
Furthermore, let us consider a dynamic system. The fading environm ent is 
changed predominantly by the movement of mobiles. We use an AR process to 
model the slow fading:
u(k) -  £u(k  -  1) +  rj(k) where 0 < £ < 1, k = 1, 2, 3 , . . .  (3.20)
with the constraints £7[|iij(fc) | 2 |u ,( 0 )] =  |u;(0 ) |2, i — 1 to m aintain equal 
power of process samples. The variance of white Gaussian noise ij(k) is: JS[|r/i(A;)|2] =
( i - n M o ) i 2-
This 3 dB bandwidth aip of this AR process is determ ined by the speed of the 
mobile v, and can be w ritten as follows:
2irvT
= —  * (3-21)
where A is the wavelength and T  is the symbol interval. The am plitude response 
\H(eJU,)\ of this AR process is as follow:
\ U W “)\ = , , --------
(1  -f-1, — 2 £ cos ujj !
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F ig u re  3.2 Tracking ability 
Let \H { e ^ ) \ / \ H ( e ^ F)\ =  2 , we have the relation between £ and t+>p:
—b — \ /b2 — 4 —8 -f 2cos(u;„)
£ =  -------- ^--------  where b = ----- 3  K p . (3.23)
Figure 3.2 presents simulation results of the system tracking ability with a 
mobile travelling a t 60 mph or about 1 0 0  km /h. It shows tha t the projection-based 
method has the best performance in terms of tracking SOI.
C H A PT E R  4
SP A C E -T IM E  P R O C E SSIN G  F O R  C D M A  C O M M U N IC A T IO N S
As discussed earlier, spatial processing can be used to improve the performance 
and capacity of narrow-band TDMA systems. Next, we extend this technique to 
combined spatial-tem poral processing [39] to improve wide-band CDMA system 
performance and capacity.
A SM RC/TM RC system could exploit the diversity in both the spatial and 
temporal domains. MRC in the temporal domain is also the concept underlying the 
RAKE receiver. The MRC method is optim al when the noise is white; however, it 
does not elim inate co-channel interference. Hence, a different approach is needed to 
overcome near-far effects. A solution to this problem is offered by adaptive antennas. 
In contrast to MRC, optimum combining refers to the maximization of the SNIR. The 
application of optimum combining rather than MRC is motivated by the observation 
tha t the co-channel interference is colored, as illustrated in the eigenvalues distri­
bution of the example in Figure 4.1. In this chapter, the applications of various space­
time processing schemes, such as SM RC/TM RC, SO PT/TM RC, S O P T /T O P T  and 
JO PT  schemes, are studied for the CDMA-based wireless communication systems.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 contains the signal model, in 
Section 4.2 we formulate the processing schemes and derive the associated space­
time filters weights, numerical results are given in Section 4.3, and the conclusions 
are summarized in section 4.5
4.1 S ignal M odel
Consider a cell site tha t serves L + 1 users. The signal transm itted by the designated 
user is denoted g0( t ), while signals transm itted by the other users are denoted 




INTERFERENCE AND NOISE SPACE DIMENSION
F ig u re  4.1 Eigenvalues of the space-time covariance m atrix for N =2 antennas, 
M =4 taps, and L=70 users.
respect to the designated user. The equivalent lowpass transm itted  waveform for the 
?’th  user is
<7,(0 =  AiSi ( l | r j )  «.•(*), (4.1)
where /l, denotes the am plitude of the signal. The am plitude of the signal trans­
m itted  by co-channel interference user j  is Aj = where Pj is the power
and represents the voice activity modeled as a constant 3/8 for j  =  1 
In the case of perfect power control, all P j’s are equal. Imperfect power control 
is characterized by the power control error (PCE) param eter. The notation ([-J) 
denotes the integer part, and 5,(Z) is the binary information data  bit transm itted 
by the zth user with F [ |S ,(/) |2] =  1 . The users’ signature waveforms, i.e., spreading 












F ig u re  4.2 General configuration of the space-time CDMA receiver
symbol interval. The spreading gain is given by D — Ts/ T c, with unit chip duration 
Tc =  1 , D = f 0r‘ \Ui(t)\2dt.
The typical CDMA channel is frequency-selective, i.e., the channel coherence 
bandwidth A f c is assumed smaller than the transm itted  signal bandwidth W . This 
channel coherence bandwith is determined by the m ultipath spread Tm, with A f c = 
1 / T m. Such a channel can be modeled with M  resolvable paths [24], where M  — 
[T^W] +  1 . It, is assumed that T„ >  Tm.
The general configuration at the base station is shown in Figure 4.2. The base 
station uses an N-elem ent uniform array with antennas set sufficiently apart such 
tha t the signals can be assumed to reach the antennas via independent paths, and 
hence can be modeled as independent random processes. We further assume perfect 
code synchronization. The signal received at n th  antenna can be written:
M - 1
=  ' £ c M ( t ) g 0( t - m T d - T 0)
m~ 0
L M - l
+ J 2 Y 1  Cnrn ( 0  9ji t  ~  ™Td ~  Tj ) +  Vn(t) (4.2)
j '= l  jn = 0
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F ig u re  4.3  Configuration of the dem odulator
where C#j>(0 , j  =  0 , . . . , I ,  in — 0 , . . . ,  M  — 1 are random processes characterizing 
the fading channel as seen by each of the users. Samples of C ^ l ( t )  are modeled 
as zero-mean, complex-valued, stationary Gaussian random processes—statistically 
independent between users j  and between paths in. The received signals are assumed 
asynchronous, with Tj denoting the delay of the j th  user with respect to an arbitrary 
tim e origin. Tj =  l / W  represents the tap-delay in the channel model. The additive 
noise vn(t) is modeled white complex Gaussian with a variance of We further 
assume tha t the channel is characterized by slow fading such tha t Cr[Jrl (t ) =  Ct[J2  
during the processing period. W ithout loss of generality we set the tim e origin such 
tha t t 0 =  0 .
A dem odulator is used at each antenna element to collect the energy of the 
received signal from all the independent paths and despread signals. The dem od­
ulator consists of an M - tap delay line and matched filters. The tap-delay line 
compensates for the delay propagation in the channel, providing the tim e alignment 
for demodulation with the user’s signature Uq(/.). The received signal a t the nth
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antenna passes through the tap delay line and is fed into the correlators for spread 
spectrum  demodulation. The output at the m th tap correlator and the &th symbol 
is given by:
i{k) = /  x n(t + m,Td)u*0(L)dt
JkT,
r { k+ i ) T , M - i
~  /  Cni 9o(t + m T d -  iTd)uo{t)dt
J k T > i=o
r ( k + l ) T ,  t  W - 1 ...
+  / _  H  C ni  9 j (t +  m T d -  iTd -  T j K ( i )  dt
JkTs j = 1 i= 0
r ( k+ i ) T .
+ / vn( t +  m T d)uo(t)dt.  (4.3)
JkT,
In Appendix B it is shown tha t y nm ( k )  can be written explicitly in term s of the 
contributions of the designated user and the co-channel interference:
y nm ( k ) — A 0 s 0(k) +  A0 S0(k +  1) +  A0 S0(k -  1) B ^ _ ^
J = l
+  V n m ( k ) ,  (4.4)
where a = (0 ,1 ,—1) represents the aggregate cross-correlation with the
designated user waveform u 0( t )  of all paths and symbols 50, as seen a t the ??rth 
tap delay in the n th  channel. B ^ ^  consists of contributions of the current symbol 
S 0 ( k ) ,  as well as the previous and the next symbols. Similarly, represents
contributions of the co-channel interferences S j  ( k  +  a ) , j  — 1 , . . . ,  L to the output 
of the cross-correlation with u 0( t ) .  The term  y nm ( k )  stands for the noise at the output 
of the m atched filter. Consistent with the slow fading model assumed, all user and 
co-channel interference factors B  are fixed during the processing interval. In this 
dissertation, we are concerned with the signal processing applied to the 2/„m(A;)'.s, the
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dem odulated outputs of the array/tap-delay structure. The m otivation for under­
taking this effort is illustrated by Figure 4.1, which shows the eigenvalues of a sample 
covariance m atrix of the space-time array for the case of 70 users. The covariance 
m atrix  was obtained by stacking the values ynm and averaging over 50 symbols. The 
non-uniform distribution of the eigenvalues indicates tha t signal processing may be 
useful in improving the SNIR. Various space-time processing schemes are formulated 
in the next section.
4.2 Space-T im e C om bining Schem es
We consider two approaches to space-time processing: cascade space-time and
joint domain processing. The cascade space-time processor consists of a temporal 
processor using the outputs of the spatial processor as shown in Figure 4.4. 
Processing could be MRC or optimum combining in each domain. The joint 
processor is applied simultaneously to all the signals in the array /tap-delay  line 
structure. In the following, first the spatial combiner is defined, then it is used to 
form ulate the cascade space-time configurations. The section concludes with the 
presentation of joint domain processing.
4 .2 .1  Sp atia l C om biner
Spatial processing combines the signals following spread spectrum  dem odulation, i.e., 
it combines the signals ynm for each m.  Unlike conventional phased arrays where a 
single (line-of-sight) path is assumed between the source and the array, our model 
assumes tha t each sensor receives signals independent of the other sensors. This can 
be achieved by allowing sufficient separation between sensors. Define the array vector 
a t the ou tpu t of the 7??,th tap matched filter as y ^ { k )  = [2/im(&)> • • •, ? / / V m ( & ) ]  . As can 
be seen from eq. (4.4), this output consists of the designated signal, interference and
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DEMODULATORS
m  = M  -  1 m =  0
to
TEMPORAL COMBINING
Figure 4.4 Configuration of cascade space-time processing
noise, and can be written:
y m(k) = A0So (fc) B^joj +  Im +  N m, (4.5)
w here B ^ |0j =  • • ., # jv i(0)] • This expression is similar in form to the output
of a  conventional phased array, with the random vector B ^ j0) consisting of the 
transfer complex gain of the desired signal S0 (k) ,  from the source to each of the 
sensors. The interference vector can be expressed,
U * )  = E  E  A j S A k  +  (4.6)
j =  o a =s — l 
a ,  j  7̂ 0 , 0
Following spatial processing with the spatial weight vector fra, the array output at 
th e  ???,th tap-delay is given by zm(k) — f ^ y m(k).
W ith spatial MRC, each signal is weighted by the complex conjugate of the 
appropria te  channel gain. The SMRC weight vector is given by:
fm =  A jB ^jg), (4.7)
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for 0 <  m <  M  — 1. Due to the independence between successive symbols of the same
source, as well as the independence of the sources and the noise, the cross-correlation
of the array vector and the desired signal is given by,
rm =  £ [y m(A:)S0(&)]
=  -“toB™ ,,. (4.8)
Thus the SMRC weight vector is the cross-correlation, fm =  rm. This observation 
suggests a  practical way to compute fm using a training sequence or previous bit 
estim ates S0(k):
=  17 i  ym(fc) So(k). (4.9)
JV fc=l
The maximum ratio combiner optimizes the SNR but ignores the co-channel 
interference as well as the self-interference. The SNIR is optimized by the optim um  
combining weight vector:
fm= R ^ ‘rm, (4.10)
where R m is the array interference and noise covariance m atrix at the ou tpu t of the 
m th correlator and is defined by:
Rm =  E  {[ym(fc) -  S0(k)rm] [ym(fc) -  S0(fc)rm]"} . (4.11)
This covariance m atrix can be estimated similar to the cross-correlation vector:
R-m =  J7 53 [ym(fc) -  50(fc)rm] fym(fc) -  5 0(fc)fm]W . (4.12)
A fc=i
4.2 .2  S p ace-T im e C om biner
Let z 1 (k) =  [2 i(fc),. . . ,  ZM{ti)\ be a vector tha t consists of the M  outputs of the 
spatial combiners. The vector z(k)  is fed into the temporal combiner. It can be 
expressed:
z(k)  = Aq S0 (fc) H + I; -J- N (, (4.13)
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where H r =  [ tfB < $ ,, . . . ,  , I f  =   , and
N J  =  [ f^ N o ,. . .  • The output of the space-time combiner is given
by <;(k) = g wz (k), where g is the temporal weight vector. The weight vector 
g is derived similar to the spatial weight vectors fm. Several space-time cascade 
configurations are considered. (For acronyms, please refer to the introduction.) The 
SM RC/TM RC configuration is defined by
g =  H , (4.14)
where in the definition of H , the spatial weight vectors fm are given by eq. (4.7).
Assuming independence between the various random variables, the cross-correlation
between the space-time combiner output and the desired signal is given by
r < =  E[z(k)S0(k))
= A 0 H. ( >
Therefore, the TMRC weight vector can be found from the estim ate of the cross­
correlation vector. W ith the SO PT/TM RC configuration, the SNIR at the output 
of the tem poral processor is maximized by the optimum weight vector,
g =  R (-1 r (, (4.16)
where R* is the array interference and noise covariance m atrix a t the input of the 
temporal combiner and is given by
R  t = E  [(z (k) -  S0(k) r t) (z (k) -  S 0(k)rt f ]  . (4.17)
The previous relation suggests a practical way of estim ating the interference
covariance m atrix by substituting for S a(k) and r t previous symbol and cross­
correlation vector estimates. Table 4.1 summarizes the space-tirne receiver configu­
rations.
The SNIR at the output of the space-time combiner is given by the expression:
P -
Eb K E
I0 + N0 E  [|gwIt|2] + E  [|gwNj|2] ’
|g " H f l
 U   (4.18)
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Spatial Proc. Temporal Proc. Space-Time
fm =  r m (SMRC) g =  H  (TMRC) SM RC/TM RC
fm=  R - ‘rm (SOPT) g =  H  (TMRC) SO PT /TM R C
fm=  K - lrm (SOPT) g =  R ^ r ,  (TOPT) S O P T /T O P T
T ab le  4.1 Cascade space-time receiver configurations
where Eb is the bit energy, I0 is the interference power spectral density and N 0 is the 
noise power spectral density. The expectation is taken with respect to the noise over 
a tim e interval during which the channel is considered constant. Thus, p is viewed 
as a random variable and is a function of the channel param eters B j^ ( a), ^ ie source 
power P j , and the voice activity tpj- The conditional bit error rate  (BER) is given by
c\p Q ( V ^ )  • (4-19)
It is common to evaluate the system performance in term s of the outage, defined 
as the probability of the BER exceeding a set level. To derive an expression for 
the outage, consider the various components of p. The bit energy Eb can be set 
to 1, w ithout affecting the SNIR, by suitable scaling of the weight vector g. The 
interference and noise, I0+ N 0 term , is the aggregate of a large num ber of independent 
sources, symbols and noise. Hence, according to the central lim it theorem , it may 
be regarded as a normal random variable with some mean pi  and variance a 2j. The 
outage can then be calculated from [5],
Pr Eb < £L / o  +  N0 = Q ( — ) . (4.20)
4 .2 .3  J o in t-D o m a in  C o m b in e r
W ith the joint domain combiner, processing occurs jointly in the space-time domains. 
To formulate the weight vectors of the joint domain combiner, define the N M -
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dimensional stacked vector after spread spectrum demodulation:
Y ( t )  =  [yo(*).---.yM-i(<0) (4  2 i)
=  AoSo ( k )  B o  +  I (fc) +  N ( f c ) ,
where B j  =  [b<°>[, . . .  X ° - ,,< o J  . ITW = [ tf  (* ), • • •, f t - ,  (*)] , and Nr (fc) = 
[NJ (*) , . . . ,  N&_ ! (k) | . The joint domain cross-correlation vector and the space­
tim e covariance m atrix are given by
r  =  £[Y(A)S0(A)] = A 0B 0 (4.22)
and
R = £[(I(*) + N(*))(I(*) + N(*))"]
=  E[(Y (k )  -  S0(k)r)(Y(k)  -  S0(k) r )" ] ,
respectively. The JMRC weight vector is given by w  =  r. It is readily shown tha t,
with proper scaling, the SM RC/TM RC and JMRC configurations provide exactly
the same outputs. The cascade and joint configurations, however, do not provide
the same performance when optimum processing is applied. This is illustrated in the
next section. The JO PT  weight vector is given by
w =  R -1r. (4.24)
The difference in performance between the cascade and the joint domain weight 
vectors is a consequence of the number of degrees of freedom available to each config­
uration. The cascade configuration has (N  + M  — 2) degrees of freedom while the 
joint domain configuration has (N M  — 1) degrees of freedom. In a  typical CDMA 
scenario, the number of interferences L N M  and each interference has m ultipath 
as well, hence each additional degree of freedom provides increased performance. The 
outage for joint domain processing is evaluated using the following SNIR expression:
P =
Eb A \E
n „ i2i 
|w/yB0|
J0 -\- N 0 [ [|w"I|2' + E  [|w"N|2]
(4 .2 5 )
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4.3  N um erical R esu lts
This section presents numerical results on the performance of the configurations 
studied in the previous section. Both perfect and imperfect power control are 
considered, and the effect of the number of antennas on the BER and outage proba­
bility is studied. The scenario is typical to communications using the existing IS-95 
CDMA standard. Based on a m ultipath coherence bandwidth of 300 kHz and a 
CDMA signal bandwidth of 1.25 MHz., the channel was modeled with four taps. 
The information symbols were modulated by Gold sequences of length 127. The 
SNR before spread spectrum  demodulation was set to 0.8. For the case of perfect 
power control, all sources were assumed to have the same power as the desired signal. 
The case of imperfect power control was modeled using the approach taken in [32]. 
For the maximum allowed fractional deviation e, the PCE was modeled as uniformly 
distributed between 1 — e and 1 +  e. The standard deviation of the PCE is then 
o'p c e  =  \/c- Thus, a standard deviation of 2 dB corresponds to t  =  0.4. Covariance 
m atrices and cross-correlation vectors were estim ated from blocks of 50 symbols 
using relations similar to those in eqs. (4.12) and (4.9), respectively. Curves, shown 
in Figures 4.5 to 4.10, are obtained by using eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) and are averages 
of 100 Monte Carlo runs.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the BER and outage, respectively, as a function of 
the capacity for the different space-time configurations and for Af =  1,2 antennas. 
The power control was assumed perfect. Figure 4.5 indicates that at a proba­
bility of symbol error of 10-3 and for N  = I, optimal processing increases capacity 
by close to 30% over diversity processing only (the conventional RAKE receiver). 
For N  = 2, JO PT  increases capacity from 85 to 125 users. In Figure 4.6 it is 
shown tha t with JO P T , the capacity, measured at an outage of 10-3 , is increased 
from 20 to 30 for a single antenna, and from 45 to 65 for two antennas. Note 






























F ig u re  4.6 Outage probability vs. capacity witli perfect power control
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 JOPT








F ig u re  4.7 BER vs. capacity with PC E=2 dB
while optim um  combining requires m atrix inversion, the m atrix dimension is not 
large. The configuration SO PT/TM RC provides only little im provement. Thus, 
both JO P T  and S O PT /T O PT  are superior to SO PT/TM RC. This is not surprising 
since for two antennas there is only a single degree of freedom to exploit. The 
capacity of the S O PT /T O PT  configuration is about half-way between the capacities 
of the SM RC/TM RC and JO PT  configurations. It should be noted however, that 
these results represent the steady state system performance. It is possible tha t 
the adaptation of the larger number of degrees of freedom associated with the JO PT  
structure may require longer settling times or, equivalently, longer training sequences 
than the cascade configurations. This may make the joint domain configuration more 
sluggish to respond to changes in the signal environment due to sudden changes (such 
as a user entering or leaving). Trade-offs between the transient and steady states 






















F ig u re  4.8  Outage probability vs. capacity with PC E=2 dB
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F ig u re  4 .9  BER vs. power control error for K=10 users
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F ig u re  4 .10 BER vs. power control error for K=20 users
The effect of imperfect power control on capacity can be assessed from Figures 
4.7 and 4.8. It is observed that a 2 dB PCE generally causes a significant drop in 
capacity for each configuration. Optimum combining can thus be viewed as providing 
a trade-off to power control. This is illustrated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, which show 
the effect of the PCE on the BER. For example, from Figure 4.10, it is observed 
tha t for BER = 10-5 and TV =  2, JO PT  provides a margin of about 1 dB PCE over 
SM RC/TM RC.
The previous results are based on the gaussian assumption of MAI, so that 
Q(.) function can be used to evaluate the system performance as of eqs. (4.19) and 
(4.20). In order to verify this assumption, we run simulations to count the bit error 
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F igure 4.11 BER verification with N =2 antennas and PC E=2 dB
4.4  N ear-Far R esistan ce
According to Appendix B equation B.2, the output of the dem odulator has the 
following approximation
Y (k) =  A 0S0(k )B 0 + I(k)  + N (k)
»  A 0D S 0(k)C + I{k) + N(k ) ,  (4.26)
assuming inter-path contributions are small. C =  [C1̂ , . . .  >C'jv(V/-i)] is the channel 
coefficient vector of the desired user. To simplify the analysis, we define the 
normalized channel vector C =  c /|c | such tha t the array processing gain |C| — 1. 
The space-time processor’s output is given by
£ =  w " Y  =  A oD S 0{k)w "C  +  w " l (k) -1- w wN(fe). (4.27)
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From eq. (B.9), the noise covariance matrix is given by i?[N(fc)N(&)w] =  D avI,
The { S N R ) min determines the probability of error Pe for the desired user. To achieve 
this error probability Pe, the SNR at the input of space-time processor or the output 
of the dem odulator is required as follows:
The effective SNR is defined as the SNR in a way tha t the desired user would
interferences. In this case, we get effective (S N R ) e = (S N R ) m i n . The asymptotic 
efficiency is defined as the ratio ( S N R ) e / ( S N R ) i n  in the region of low noise power 
which can be written as follows:
Notice th a t in the absence of interferences ( I (k) =  0) and since |C | =  1, the 
asym ptotic efficiency equals to 1 (/; =  1).
Let us consider one interference synchronized case. There, the interference term  
can be written as I(fc) «  A/S7(&)C/, where C / is the normalized channel coefficient 
vector of the interference user with |C /| =  1. The MRC m ethod yields the weight 
vector w m =  C, so tha t the asymptotic efficiency is given by:
where I  is the identity m atrix. The worst case is when all interferences combine 
to reduce the output due to the desired signal. We have the minimum SNR at the 
output
m m (4.28)
( S N R ) in =
A 20D2 _  A 20D
(4.29)
require to achieve the error probability Pc in the same Gaussian channel but w ithout
[max ( 0 , |w " C |- 1 3 ^ 1 ) ]
( S N R )
(4.30)
{ [ m “ ( o ' i - ^ | c " c ' D ] }
(4.31)
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In Appendix C, it is shown that E  [ j C w C / | j  =  \J t t / (4NM ),  and E  [ | C WC / | 2] = 
1 / ( N M ) .  Further simplifying eq. (4.31), we get
«  [max (o, 1 (4.32)
When the interference power increases, the asymptotic efficiency decreases until it 
vanishes. Hence, the MRC is not near-far resistant.
W ith optim um  combining the weight vector is given by w 0 =  R ^ C ,  
where R n =  A /C /C /* +  D ali .  Using the m atrix inversion lemma, R~* =  
( l  — a C j C 1/ ^  / (D a l ) ,  where a = A 2/ ( D a l  +  A2). The asym ptotic efficiency of 




1 - a ( 2 - a ) | C " C / | 2
In the region of low noise power, we have a  -» 1 and a a 2/(A 0A/) —> 0 so tha t the 
asym ptotic efficiency of optimum combining can be further simplified as follows:
Vopt e [ I -  \CHC i \ ‘
= 1 -  -K7T7- (4-34)N M  '
It means th a t space-time processing with the optimum combining is near-far resistant 
in the one interference case.
Figure 4.12 shows the asymptotic efficiency of an adaptive array for two 
synchronized users with spread gain D = 127, system dimension N M  — 5 and 
N M  =  8. Both simulation results and theory calculations show th a t the optim um  
combining is near-far resistant while MRC is not. The simulation curves were 
obtained by using eq. (4.30) and averaging over 1000 runs while the theory curves 
for the MRC and the optimum combining were obtained by using eq. (4.32) and eq. 
(4.34), respectively.
When the number of the interferences, (which include delayed version of 
m ultipaths), is smaller than the system dimension, optimum combining has sufficient
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 JOPT (theory)





F ig u re  4.12 Asym ptotic efficiency of an adaptive array for two users with (a) NM =5, 
(b) NM=8
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degrees of freedom to null all interferences making the system near-far resistant. 
When the number of the interferences is larger than the system dimension, optimum 
combining cannot null all the interferences and the system ceases to be near-far 
resistant.
4.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we studied space-time processing for CDMA-based wireless commu­
nications. Specifically, the following configurations were suggested: (1) space-time 
diversity, (2) cascade optimum spatial-diversity temporal (RAKE), (3) cascade 
optim um  spatial-optimum temporal, and (4) joint domain optim um  processing. We 
considered a typical CDMA wireless communications scenario modeled by a four 
tap-delay line and showed tha t a two-antenna system provides double the capacity 
of a single antenna system. Joint domain optimum combining provides an additional 
25% increase in capacity over diversity processing only. It also provides a 1 dB power 
control error margin over MRC. These improvements come at only modest cost due 
to the few degrees of freedom tha t need to be optimized. We conclude tha t joint 
space-time optimum combining is a cost-efficient method for increasing capacity of 
CDMA-based wireless communications.
C H A PT E R  5
C O N C L U SIO N S
In this dissertation, we have studied space-time processing to increase wireless 
communication systems capacity and improve their performance.
In Chapter 2, adaptive spatial processing to increase TDMA system capacity 
has been studied. The estimation of an array covariance m atrix entails a loss in the 
array ou tpu t SNIR with respect to the optimal case of a known covariance matrix. 
The density function of this loss has been derived elsewhere for both the DMI and 
the eigencanceler methods and is used to develop an analytical expression for the 
average probability of error for each method for single interference. It is shown that 
the eigencanceler method has performance close to the optimal in some case and is 
superior to the performance of the DMI method in some case. Simulations are used 
to corroborate the analytical results. In Chapter 3, we presented the im plementation 
of the eigencanceler by using a simple projection-based algorithm.
In Chapter 4, we studied space-time processing for CDMA-based wireless 
communications. Specifically, the following configurations were suggested: (1) space­
tim e diversity, (2) cascade optimum spatial-diversity temporal (RA KE), (3) cascade 
optim um  spatial-optimum temporal, and (4) joint domain optim um  processing. We 
considered a typical CDMA wireless communications scenario modeled by a four 
tap-delay line and showed that a two-antenna system provides double the capacity 
of a single antenna system. Joint domain optimum combining provides an additional 
25% increase in capacity over diversity processing only. It also provides a 1 dB power 
control error margin over MRC. These improvements come a t only modest cost due 
to the few degrees of freedom tha t need to be optimized. We conclude th a t joint 
space-time optim um  combining is a cost-efficient method for increasing capacity of 
CDMA-based wireless communications.
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A P P E N D IX  A
CALCULATION OF IN T E G R A L  T E R M
In this appendix, we evaluate the integral term  of eq. 2.13. Let c =  — (7 0| Ai  |2/ |/1 S|2)A), 
so tha t
f 1 e -(-YoM,|7 M d 2) W (1 _  t f - 2d t  =  f 1 e c t ( j  _  t ) N - i d t ' ( A  ^
J 0 Jo
Defining
y (N  — 2) — f 1 ecl(l — t)N~2dt, (A.2)
Jo
we get
y (N )  = [ '  ect{ l - t f d t  
Jo
= - f \ \ - t ) NdeNi 
c Jo
= ^ [(1 -  i f e ct lo +  £  ect7V(l -  t ) N~ldt^








2/ (0 ) =  f'
Jo
lcldt =
ec -  1
(A.5)
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A P P E N D IX  B
CORRELATION OF CDM A SIGNALS
This appendix evaluates the term s of eq. 4.3. This relation represents the corre­
lation of the signal received at the m th  tap-delay with the signature waveform 
of the designated user. Let the three term s on the right-hand side of eq. 4.3 be 
denoted 7\ , T2 and T 3 ,  respectively. T t represents the aggregate contributions of the 
designated user at the m th tap-delay. It can be further analyzed as follows:
Tt = A jS o W b S m  +  +  1 )5™ ,,, +  A<,S0(k  -  1 )5 ™ ,.,, ,  (B .l)
where the factor B ^ ^  represents contributions of S0(k) to the ou tpu t of the matched 
filter a t the n th  element and m th tap-delay. This factor consists of the correlation 
of the desired signal in the m th path with the signature waveform u0 ( t ) , as well as 
inter-path contributions, and can be written,
0, T.) +  C , (B.2)
where pji (r, 11 , t2) is the partial correlation between the signature waveforms of users 
j  and /, with tim e lag r  between the waveforms, and time limits <1 and t2:
rt2
Pji{T,t\,t2) = I Uj(a +  r)u '(a)da.  (B.3)
Jh
Note tha t poo(0,0,7^) =  D, the processing gain, as expected. The complex normal 
variable b^Jt (constant during the processing interval) represents the contributions 
of S'o(k) paths other than the m th. It consists of paths, i < m , tha t arrive prior to 
path m , and paths, i > m, that arrive after m. It is given by:
r n - l  M - 1
€ 1 =  Z  doo[(m- i)T,u 0, Ts - (m - i,)Td] + £  c j ?  Poo[ ( m - i ) T d, ( i - m ) T d, TJ.
1=0 1 =  771+1
(B.4)
A timeline diagram is provided in Figure B .l to clarify the tim e lim its used in the 
various correlation expressions. Factors of the form B ^ J ^ y  a  — —1,1 represent
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contributions associated with the (k +  a ) th  symbol of the designated user. Note 
tha t the m th  path waveform of S0(k) may overlap with the i < m th  path waveform 
of the next symbol S0(k +  1) or with the i >  m th path waveform of the previous 
symbol Su{k — 1). This factor can be explicitly written
S™( 0) = C i5 M « ,0 ,! '.)  + i 2
B.™ni =  (B.5)
b Z - „  =
The tim e limits of the correlations can be visualized using Figure B .l and noting the 
periodicity of u0{t).
The term T 2 represents the co-channel interference. It is given by
r 2 =  £  [a , s,{h) Bl!lm + A,Sj (k  + 1) b “ „, + AiSAk - 1 ) b « m>] . (b.s)
J=1
W ith some considerable algebraic manipulations, but in a m anner similar to the 
derivation of eq. B.5, it can be shown th a t the terms B ^ ay a  = —1,0,1 are given 
by:
B n i ( i) =  E"=0LTj/T‘,J P j o [ ( m - i ) T d - T j , ( i - m ) T d + Tj , 0] (B.7)
+ 1  C ni f to [ (™ ~  ^  ~  0 > (* ~  m ) T d +  Ti l
where
"‘- b / i - J - 1
hn l  =  J 2  Cni Pjo[(rn ~  i)Td -  Tj ,  (* -  m )Td +  7) , 0]
i=0
M
+ Y1 c ni] Pjo[{m -  i)Td -  T j,0 ,(i -  m ) T d +  T j , T 3\.  (B.S)
LTj / r J + 1
Finally, 7)j is the noise after matched filtering:
f ( k + l ) T a
Tlnm{k) -  / vn(t + m T d)uo(t)dt,
j  kTs
where the noise variance is given;
^  =  Dal (B.9)
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l l j ( t  +  r) 
T >  0
" j ( t +  t )
T <  0
Uj ( t  +  0) S j ( k )
■V /̂AVAWV.%
S i ( k + 1) i
Pin(T,  - 7 ,  0)
mSSSSWlVlWMvX
pjo( r, rf, 7* -  7
■  5;(*)
„(r, 0, — r) l H  Pj n( r , - T , T S)
T-
F ig u re  B . l  Timeline for correlation calculations
A P P E N D IX  C
CORRELATION OF CHANNEL CO EFFICIENTS
This appendix evaluates the first and second moment of the random variable | C WC / |  
— the am plitude of the correlation of channel coefficient vectors. In the context of 
Section 4.4,the channel coefficients are normalized to preclude their effect of the 
processing gain. C  and C j  can be modeled as normalized complex Gaussian vectors 
with zero means and unit norms:
C  =  [C1 . . . C WM]r  =  r r  (C .l)c
C /  =  [C / i . . .  C[ n m ]T =  ■; “Ti (C-2)
lc /|
where c and c / are random vectors with elements cn =  cnr+ jc m- and c/n =  c/nr+ jc /n,-. 
Coefficients cnr, c/nr and cn,-, c/nl- are real and imaginary parts of the elements c„
and c/n, respectively, and are i.i.d random variables with distribution N ( 0 , a c/y/2).
Hence, random variables |Cn |2 can be written as follows:
|C" |J =  (c2 "+ c2 ) + e M ' (C '3)V n r  ' C nx) ' 2 ^ k = l , k ^ n \ C kr ' C ki)
From eq. (C.3), we can notice tha t |C „|2 has beta distributions with 2 and 2 ( N M  — 1) 
degrees of freedom. |C /n|2 has the same distribution as well. The mean of these 
random variable is given:
E  [IG.I2] =  E  [|C ,„ |’] = j L j .  (C.4)
Let
x n — x nr T J x ni =  CnC/n, (G.5)
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where x nr and x n{ are the real and imaginary parts of x n. Both are independent 
random variables with means and second moments given as follows:
E[xnr] =  E[xni) -  E[a:n] =  0 (C.6)
E K A  =  =  =  (c.7)
We form their sum
2  = Z r + j Z i
= aq +  . . . +  XyvM
=  C HC /, (C.8)
where Z r and 2,- are the real and imaginary parts of Z.  According to the central
lim it theorem, Z r and 2,- have normal distributions W(0, ^J \ / (2N  M)).  Hence, the
am plitude of the random variable 2  has Rayleigh distribution with mean
4 N M
and variance
m \ )  =  j ~  (c-9)
4 N M
Thus, we have
= ~  ■ ( c . u )
A P P E N D IX  D  
G L O S S A R Y  O F A B B R E V IA T IO N S
A M P S : advanced mobile phone system
C D M A : code-division multiple-access
C IR : carrier-to-interference ratio
D M I: direct m atrix  inverse
E V D : eigenvalue decomposition
F D M A : frequency-division multiple-access
G SM : global system for mobile communications
J O P T : joint domain optimum combining
L M S: least-mean-square
M A I: multiple-access interferences
M R C : maximum ratio combining
P C S : personal communication systems
R L S: recursive least-squares
S N IR : signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio
S N R : signal-to-noise ratio
S M R C : space maximum ratio combining
S O P T : space optim um  combining
TA G S: total access communication system
T D M A : time-division multiple-access
T M R C : time maximum ratio combining
T O P T : time optim um  combining
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